
Herder has built and developed world-class versatile functional machines for over 70 years. Machines which 

are fabricated in the Netherlands. Over the years, Herder has grown to become a phenomenon. The best-

selling brand in the global market for ditch, verge, tree and bank maintenance. Herder assures the highest 

quality, the best results, a long lifespan and ergonomically sound working practices. Herder ensures that you 

can work in the most extreme situations. With Herder you will therefore more than reach your goal, both as an 

user and a business owner.

The advantage of the Herder One

You will achieve more with Herder

Discover the Herder One



Versatile and compact machine
The Herder One is a versatile machine that enables you to use either 

a mowing bucket or flail mower. Of course, the machine can also be 

equipped with other Herder implements such as guardrail mowers 

or weeding brushes. This wide range of applications means that the 

machine can be used the whole year round, whether on the banks of 

water channels or the verges of roads. Broad applicability also means 

that the machine needs to have compact dimensions. Herder has 

achieved this with a width of 250 cm and a length of 480 cm. The 

Herder One comes standard with 600-70/R30 tyres. This provides high 

ground clearance of 50 cm, making the machine feel at home on any 

terrain. 

Hydraulic perfection
In the Herder One, the hydraulic unit is integrated into the machine, 

which keeps the pressure perfect under all conditions. A hydraulically 

controlled cooler maintains the optimal operating temperature. To leave 

nothing to chance, we decided to use technology that has proven 

itself. For instance, the same cylinders are used as in the Grenadier, 

and that also applies to the hydraulic switch and control valves. 

Contact
For more information call our office at +31 118 679500 or send an 

e-mail to sales@herder.nl.
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You will achieve more with Herder

SPECIFICATIONS HERDER ONE
Engine 225 HP FPT 6 cylinder engine

Length 480 cm

Width 250 cm

Transport height 365 up to 395 cm

Weight* Approximately 12.5 tons 

Tyres 600—70/R30 tyres, 60 cm wide

Drive Four wheel drive and steer

Turning circle Approx. 9 meter

Arm Mid-mounted

Cabin Can pivot 90 degrees and rotate 180 degrees

Driving speed 45 km/h

* with mowing arm and KMU150.


